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COLLECTION SERVICE MANUAL Hot colors were yesterday. Cool Blonde – that's what your customers want now. Give your clients clear and light, cool and sexy blonde. Take blonde to a new level; create perfect clear blonde results with Topchic HiBlondes Control, Topchic Neutralights, SilkLift, SilkLift Control, Elumen and Colorance.
Expand your blonde with new shades and give your clients the blonde they always wanted. Be the expert for Cool Blonde. Discover the Goldwell world of relief and four new services and techniques, designed and hosted by Goldwell Global Master Netherlands, Agnes Westerman NATURE Shadow Bohemian blonde meets the beach
MULTI SHADING Sofisticated with an elegant edge soft shade and innocent DEEP shade blonde and brown equal to ombre and hello , lived-in-look. Soft shades add dimension and give color a raw edge. Find the new Goldwell Cool Blonde Collection with new creative Shading Blend and Natural Shading Techniques for a blonde that is
cooler and clearer than ever. Enter each service according to the Goldwell Service Cycle and impress your clients with your true blonde expertise. They will love the amazing results! The Goldwell Education Plus App See the technical heads in 3D! Download, install, and activate the app. Focus the camera on the pages with the
augmented app icon and enjoy the futuristic views of the beautiful 3D models. LINKED GRADUATION CEREMONY OF DEPTH AND TONE. BEFORE a soft and progressively lighter transition from depthand shows from regrowth to end. YOUR SERVICE RECOMMENDATION: Back-to-back transition into cuts. Always consider how the
hair falls to determine how far the hair mixes each shade. EXISTING SHADE: Regrowth: 6NA Mid lengths and ends: 6NA sunlights at the end. COOL MIXING OF SHADES WITH A FUSION OF DEPTHS. Before Multidimensional cool blonde shades without any strong contrasts. YOUR SERVICE COMMAND: Work with cuts and color
depths on each beach section. Always consider the final style according to her cutting length and desired amount of shade EXISTING Shade: Regrowth: 7NA Mid-lengths and ends: 10N COOL BLONDE SHADE FOR A SOFT FUSION OF TONE. Before I want a clear blonde with no brass. YOUR SERVICE RECOMMENDATION: Panel
posts of shades give soft transition from tone. Create an even pre-illuminated basis before color placement Regrowth: 7NA Mid-lengths and ends: 10N ADDED DIMENSIONS OF STRETCHED COOL BLONDE HIGHLIGHTS. Before I want a softened complexity and a color with natural regrowth. YOUR SERVICE RECOMMENDATION:
Freehand back-to-back technique. Ease the natural base by 1-2 levels before using the emphasising technique. Regrowth: 5N Mid lengths and ends: 5N sun-lit on the points. PRODUCTS SO DIVERS LIKE YOUR CLIENTS If creating fat and beautiful blondes is your goal, then this seminar is your way to success. We will provide the
details that will guide you to provide that perfect blonde, increase your creativity, expand your business and help you achieve your blonde goals. Signature Blondes will have distinctive beauty for each of your individual client needs. BLONDE REDEFINED Blonde is never just blonde. Some customers want the perfect platinum, others just
a sun-sooed appearance. Easily transition a natural brunette to a credible natural blonde result. Blonde is an art form, and you will master it to perfection in this intensive two-day workshop. You will learn to create the cleanest, clearest blondes and finesse double-process application. You will also learn how to end with precision with
consultation techniques and unique formulations that change seasonally. New Cool Blonde shades and SilkLift Control have expanded the blonde portfolio. Training and use will be incorporated into all blonde classes. One of a kind of education via LIVE webcasts from locations like [email protected], Toronto, and LA. Meet and ask
questions from industry and fashion guests. Tune at any time to check previously filmed segments anytime on request! For more information please contact your Goldwell consultant. Lock 8.5oz Return 8.5oz Clear 6.7oz Connect &amp; Color mixing bowl set 7 pc Versions Goldwell Elumen Color Hair Color Contents Shade Availability
Price 200ml Pastel Mint@10 Sold out 200ml Pastel Blue@10 Sold out 200ml Pastel Rose@10 Sold out 200ml NN@6 Sold out 200ml NN@8 Sold out 200ml Gy@9 Sold out 200ml Gy@6 Sold out 200ml NG@6 Sold out 200ml RR@all Sold out 200ml VV@all Sold out 200ml KK@all Sold out 200ml Bl@all Sold out 200ml Pk@all Sold out
200ml Tq@all Sold out 200ml GK@all Sold out 200ml RV@all Sold out 200ml Gn@all Sold out 200ml YY@all Sold out 200ml NA@2 Sold out 200ml NB@4 Sold out 200ml NB@5 Sold out 200ml AN@5 Sold out 200ml BRIGHT 6 AB Sold out 200ml BG@6 Sold out 200ml BK@6 Sold out 200ml BRIGHT 6 BM Sold out 200ml BR@6 Sold
out 200ml NB@10 Sold out 200ml SB@10 Sold out 200ml SV@10 out 200ml BG@7 Sold out 200ml KB@7 Sold Sold 200ml NA@8 Sold Out 200ml AB@9 Sold Out 200ml GB@9 Sold Out Goldwell Elumen Color Hair Color Hair Color Goldwell Elumen. High-performance oxidant-free hair color For extra bright, shiny and lasting hair colors
without ammonia, without ammonia-smell, non-oxidative and soft for hair. Color remains strong even after 10 shampoo. Technology It is remarkable technology making elumen a physical color, which means it works completely without oxidation, but still achieves spectacular and prolonged color results. Magnet effect a color process that
obscures conventional technology: the Elumen magnet effect creates a new dimension of intensity and durability. Intensive Elumen pigments are physically drawn deep inside the hair where they are safely anchored to produce intensive and remarkably prolonged color results. Recovery effect More than just a color: the Elumen recovery
effect creates impeccable brilliance and shines. Like an impurite diamond, powdered areas of hair spread the light makes the hair appear stressed and dull. Elumen fills the pore areas in the hair and improves the hair structure to reflect light perfectly. How to use 1 PPARPARE Brushing Hair to Detangle. Hair should be dry or towel dry.
Use Elumen Prepare after stressing/high lifting service or as a precolor treatment for damaged hair. 2 APPLICATION Prepare single or multiple shading formula in color bowl, Elumen Shade bottle, or Elumen mix bottle. Attach nozzles or brum attachment as necessary. Serve color on hair. 3 DEVELOPMENT TIME Process with heat for
20 minutes Process without heat for 30 minutes 4 WASH After processing is completed, rinse with water and shampoo twice with Elumen Wash. Towel dry thoroughly. 5 CARE Evenly saturated the hair with Goldwell Elumen Lock,camp through and process for 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly and condition with Elumen Care of Elumen Treat.
Main features for whom: For women Hair type: All types of Ingredients: Ammonia free, Peroxide free Own Warehouses Stock Products are ready for quick shipment Incredibly low prices The best possible price setting on market world news The latest beauty products You will receive a useful gift with your order 1 Choose an Elumen Hair
Color. There are many different colors, including both natural and fashion, which you can choose from. Each color is characterized by letter and number combinations indicating different colors and underlying colors. Some of these color options include:[1] BB@all, meaning blue at any hair level (unnatural). NA@2, which means natural as
at a hair level 2 (deep). GB@9, which means gold beige/brown on a hair level 9 (light). [2] 2 Buy Elumen Hair Color, Elumen Prepare and Elumen Lock. To paint your hair correctly, you need the Elumen Hair Color, which is oxidant-free, ammonia-free, and peroxide-free. You will also need Elumen Prepare, which improves the color's
durability and intensity when it before painting. Finally, you must Includes, which are applied to clothes to keep the color from the wash over time. You can also buy Elumen Clean if you want to easily remove dye stains from your skin. [3] 3 Washing and towel drying your hair. To prepare your hair for clothes, it was once or twice with your
regular shampoo to remove the oil from your hair. Do not use or blow it dry afterwards with a hairdrecker. Instead, dry it in part with a towel. [4] 4 Fit Elumen on your hair. Inject some Elumen Into your hands and run your hands through your partially dried hair. Continue to inject more into your hand and apply it to your hair until your hair
feels uniformly smooth. It is not necessary to drive your hair into the Prepared Product. [5] 5 Section your hair. Especially if you have a lot of hair and/or you're clothing your whole head, it can be a good idea to separate your hair into sections. Use a combination to share your hair straight into the middle and also about your head from one
side to the other. At this point, your hair should be divided into four equal sections. Turn and clip each one to ensure they remain divorced. [6] 1 Inject your Elumen Hair Color into a bowl. You may want to empty the whole contents of the bottle in the bowl if you have long hair and you clothe it all. [7] If you have shorter hair or just touch
your color, inject 4 or 5 tablespoons (60-75 ml) into the bowl. [8] 2 Cover your shoulders and your working area to prevent stain. Wear an old t-shirt you don't care about and/or wear an old towel over your shoulders before applying the color. [9] Also lay out a towel on the counter where you will apply the color. This way you can set your
products and materials on top of the towel to avoid the counter stains. 3 Use your glove or an applicator brush to apply the color. Sitting on some gloves and unclip one of your front portions of hair. Either reach your gloves hand in the bowl and scoop out of a glow of dye, or do it by dipting a applicator brush in the dye. Carefully cover your
hair with the color by starting at the roots and working your way out to the tips. [10] When the section is completely covered in dye, move on to the next section. Continue this until the color is applied to all your hair. Apply carefully so that you don't get the color in your eyes or to fling the room; it stains pretty easy. If you color your hair
multiple colors and want to keep the colors separate, cut sheets of foil between the different colored sections. If you dress your hair multiple colors and not separate them, the colors will mix together, which many find desirable and attractive. [11] 4 Pen and covered your hair. After you're done with the app, use clips to pin your hair close to
your head. Then cover your hair completely in plastic or with a shower cap. [12] 5 Let the color process be processed for half an hour. Once your hair is covered, leave it alone for about 30 minutes processed it. The will best be processed at room temperature, or 68 degrees fahrenheit (20 degrees Celsius). [13] Only allow it to process for
20 minutes if you use a hairdryer. 6 Rinses and condition your hair. After half an hour, rinse the color out of your hair with cool water and then serve your regular conditioner. Let the conditioner sit on your hair for about 1 or 2 minutes, and then rinse it thoroughly with cool water and towel drying your hair. [14] 1 Apply Elumen Lock with
your hands. Inject as much Elumen Lock as will fit into your palm. Use your hands to run the product through your hair and thoroughly cover it all. [15] 2 Wait 5 minutes and wash and condition your hair. Let Elumen Lock sit on your hair for five minutes so it can effectively protect your hair color. Shampoo your hair with your regular
shampoo and rinse it out. Condition your hair with your regular conditioner and rinse it out as well. [16] Goldwell makes a shampoo product called Elumen Wash and a conditioning product called Elumen Treat that you can consider buying and using this part of the process. 3 Rub Elumen Clean on lead skin. Inject some Elumen Clean on
to a cotton ball and then rub it on any skin stained by the dye. If it's no different, you'll probably need to apply it to the tops of your ears. [17] 4 Wash your hair once a week to make the color last. While Elumen Hair Color often lasts longer than many other types of hair dye, exactly how long varies and depends on different factors, such as
the specific dye and the health of your hair. To your hair color remains rich and alive for as long as possible, try to wash only your hair 1-2 times a week. Use dry shampoo in between washes to keep your hair from looking oily and dirty. [18] Add new question question to Do I need to be relieved in advance? It depends on what color you
color your hair, and how dark your hair is. If you have dark hair and your clothes your hair pink, for example, you will need to bleach your hair in advance. Question Should I apply the lock after rinsing the color, or to shampoo the hair? Apply it to shampoo the hair. Question was I preparing before applying the color? Yes, you should. Do
not forget the after treatment. Question is it OK to flush with water, no shampoo, every day? Yes, it's OK, but your hair will smell bad and the oils will increase from it, causing fatty hair. It will be a pain to brush, so it is recommended that you use shampoo. Question I'm allergic to sesame. Does this product have sesame as an ingredient?
No! The ingredient list is: Water, Propylene carbonate, Alcohol Denat, Lax acid, PEG-9 Dimethicone, Xanthan Adhesive, Sodium Hydroxide, Flavour/Perfum, plus AZO Dye, which is modated by color. Ask a question Elumen Hair Color Elumen Prepare Elumen Lock Elumen Clean (optional) Shampoo towel comb Clips Bowl Plastic gloves
Coconut Brush (optional) Foil (optional) Plastic wrap or shower cap Conditioner Elumen Wash Elumen Treat (optional) Cotton balls (optional) This article is co-author of our trained team of editors and researchers who have ratified it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. WikiHow's Content Management Team carefully monitors the work
of our editorial staff to ensure that each article is backed up by reliable research and meets our high quality standards. This article was viewed 37 374 times. Co-authors: 8 Updated: September 6, 2019 views: 37,374 Categories: Hair Dyes and Colorants Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that was read
37,374 times. Time.
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